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Introduction. The Riemann sphere, or extended complex plane C«,, has long

played an important role in classical function theory. Therefore in abstract function

theory, where the range or both the domain and range of an analytic function

lie in a Banach space or algebra A, it is natural to pose the problem : how should A

be extended to a new structure Am which plays the role of the Riemann sphere?

Here we give the solution to this problem, valid when A is a complex commutative

Banach algebra with identity. Av is provided with quasi-algebraic, topological, and

analytic structure.

In §1, the quasi-algebraic structure of Ax is studied, with the exposition being

given for the surprisingly abstract context of a commutative ring with identity. We

say quasi-algebraic rather than algebraic because elements of A w may only some-

times be added and sometimes multiplied. AK may be regarded as the set obtained

by adjoining to A all formal quotients afb of elements of A, where b is singular and

both a and b lie in no proper ideal of A. The 2x2 matrices with coefficients in A and

invertible determinant induce the fractional linear group of bijections of Am. Ring

homomorphisms induce Riemann sphere homomorphisms and fractional linear

group homomorphisms which are related ; this lends a functorial tinge to the subject.

In §2, we equip Am (where A is now required to be a commutative complex

£-algebra with unit) with the unique topology so that A is an open subspace and

each fractional linear transformation is a homeomorphism. Locally compact

Riemann spheres occur iff A is finite dimensional, and compact Riemann spheres

are even rarer. The lifting of algebra homomorphisms to Riemann sphere homo-

morphisms enables the extension of the Gelfand representation of A to Aœ, as well

as the definition of the spectrum of an element of Am.

The Riemann sphere construction enables us to replace one disconnectedness

phenomenon by another. The mapping a -*■ a~1 is usually regarded as being defined

on the (perhaps not connected) set / of invertible elements of A. However, here we

regard fl^-a^'asa mapping of all of A x onto itself, and clearly / is contained in

the component of Ax which contains A. Unfortunately Example 2.6.5 shows that

Am itself need not be connected. A related phenomenon is that the spectrum of an

element of A M may be the whole extended plane ; whenever A x is disconnected

there are such elements, but not conversely.

In §3, we give A „ an analytic structure, in which each fractional transformation
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is an analytic automorphism, via the Lorch analytic function theory. We assume

only the most basic results of this theory, all of which may be found in Lorch's

original paper [6]. Excellent discussions illuminating the nature of this theory and

its relation to the other abstract function theories are to be found in [7] and [8]. A

fairly complete account of the various analytic function theories in F-spaces and

F-algebras is available in Hille and Phillips [5].

The central theorem of §3 is the generalization of the classical theorem that each

entire function which approaches infinity at infinity is a complex polynomial. The

appropriate formulation of this generalization requires that special attention be

paid to the radical of A, as well as to the nontrivial idempotents of A. (If A is

semisimple, and has no nontrivial idempotents, then each analytic function on A,

with a limit at infinity in an appropriate sense, is a polynomial on A with invertible

leading coefficient.) As a corollary, the group of analytic automorphisms of the

connected component of Ax which contains A is shown, via the classical mono-

dromy theorem, to be the fractional linear group.

Remark. Although this paper is oriented towards abstract function theory and

spectral theory, the Riemann sphere construction is of topological-algebraic

interest, since it associates to each commutative (real or complex, although we only

consider complex scalars in the paper proper) 77-algebra with identity A, a topo-

logical space A œ which is a topological-algebraic invariant of A, but not a topo-

logical invariant. It is interesting to consider the three real Banach algebras

obtained by taking the plane R2, with pointwise linear operations, and the multi-

plications and norms given by

(1) (s, t)(u, v) = (su, tv),    \\(s, OH =max(|i|, |f |),

(2) (s, t)(u, v) = (su-tv,sv + ut),    |(5, 0l-(l*l2+UITa.

(3) (s, t)(u,v)=(su,sv + ut),    \\(s,t)\\ = \s\ + \t\.

In (1) the Riemann sphere is the surface of a torus, in (2) it is the classical Riemann

sphere Cœ, and in (3) it is the surface of an open cylinder.

With the exception of 3.4, the results of this paper are contained in the author's

Columbia University dissertation [4], which also contains other results bearing

on the Lorch theory in general, and on this paper in particular. In a forthcoming

paper, we will discuss the applications of the Riemann sphere to operational

calculus, with particular reference to the work of Taylor on unbounded closed

operators [11].

We should note that de Bruijn [2] has sketched a different definition of Riemann

sphere, valid for a not necessarily commutative Banach algebra A. In the commuta-

tive case, his sphere is the smallest subset of Aœ which contains A and is invariant

under the complex fractional linear transformations. This notion is not strong

enough to permit the definition of such quotients as sin a/cos a for singular cos a.

De Bruijn's treatment involves neither the ideals of A nor the algebraic structure of

A*,, both of which play an important role here. In [2] the concept of the Riemann

sphere as an "analytic ^-manifold" is introduced.
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I am happy to acknowledge my many invaluable discussions with E. R. Lorch

about analytic function theory in Banach algebras, during which he pointed out the

need for a theory of fractional linear transformations, and suggested that the next

stage in the evolution of function theory in a Banach algebra should be the mixture

of classical function-theoretic notions with the ideal theory of the algebra. I would

also like to acknowledge several stimulating conversations with R. Bott, and the

help of H. Appelgate with Example 2.6.5. The referee has considerably simplified

the proof of 3.1.1.

Notation and terminology.   Let S, Sx and S2 be sets.

1. The identity map of S onto itself is denoted by ls or 1(S).

2. If/: Sx -+ S2 and Ss51,/|S=the restriction off to S.

3. If/: S->- Sx and g: Sx -> S2, then g o/denotes the composition off and g.

Let Y be a topological space.

4. D is a domain in Y iff D is a region in Y iff D is an open connected subset of Y.

5. C(]K) = the Banach algebra of all continuous bounded complex-valued

functions on Y with pointwise algebraic operations and the sup norm.

6. C=the complex number field.

Let A be a commutative complex Banach algebra with identity.

7. A is irreducible iff the only idempotents in A are 0 and 1.

8. ^# = the maximal ideal space of A. As usual, we identify the maximal ideals M

of A with the associated complex algebra homomorphisms F: A-> C.

9. " denotes the Gelfand representation of A into C(Jl), while Â denotes the

image of "\

10. As is usual, we identify the complex number 1 with the identity element of A.

Thus C is considered to be a subset of A.

11. z will be used to denote complex numbers and complex variables, while a will

denote elements of A and .4-variables.

12. If a0 e A and £ is a nonnegative extended real number, B(a0; R) denotes the

open norm ball of radius R about a0, while B(a0 ; R) denotes the closed norm ball

of radius R about a0.

13. If z0 e C and £ is a nonnegative extended real number, K(z0; R) denotes the

open disc in the complex plane of radius R about z0, while K(z0 ; R) denotes

the closed disc in the complex plane of radius R about z0.

14. If y4-domains and C-domains are under consideration at the same time, the

C-domains will be called complex domains, while the v4-domains will simply be

called domains. Similar conventions hold with respect to C-holomorphic functions

and ^-holomorphic functions, etc.

15. In general, the terminology used for classical function theory will be that

found in Saks and Zygmund [10]. The terminology used for abstract function

theory will parallel that used for classical function theory, except in the

introduction.
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1. The Riemann sphere of a commutative ring. Throughout §1.^4 will denote a

commutative ring with identity.

1.1. The definition of the Riemann sphere of A. Two elements s and t of A are said

to have no common zero iff there is no proper ideal of A which contains both

í and t. Clearly, "proper" may be replaced by "maximal" in the preceding

definition without altering the meaning. It is also clear that s and t have no common

zero iff there are a, bin A so that sa + bt = 1.

Note that if A = C, s and t have no common zero iff 5 and t are not both 0. If ^4

is C[0, 1], s and t have no common zero iff there is no x in [0, 1] at which s(x)

= t(x)=0.

For brevity, we shall often write "(s, t) is admissible" in place of "s and t have

no common zero." Let S be the set of admissible ordered pairs (s, t) of elements of

A. We introduce a relation F in 5 by (s, t)R(u, v) iïïsv = tu. A basic description of F

is provided by

Theorem 1.1.1. Let (s, t) and (u, v) be admissible. Then (s, t)R(u, v) iff there is

an invertible x in A so that xs=u and xt = v.

Proof. One implication is trivial. Now assume that (s, t)R(u, v). Choose a, bin A

so that as+bt= 1. Then u = uas+but = (au+bv)s. Similarly v = (au + bv)t. If au + bv

is singular, then there is some proper ideal 7 which contains au+bv. But then the

above equations show that 7 contains both u and v, which contradicts the admissi-

bility of (u, v). Therefore x=au + bv is invertible; furthermore u=xs and v=xt.

That R is an equivalence relation follows immediately from 1.1.1. We now

define Aœ =the Riemann sphere of A, to be the set of all F-equivalence classes of S.

If (s, t) is admissible, the equivalence class to which it belongs will be denoted by

(s, t).

1.2. Algebraic operations on the Riemann sphere. The complex point at infinity is

algebraically related to the finite complex numbers and to itself by the formulas

z+co = co, zoo = co for z#0, and oooo = oo. However, co + oo and 0-oo are

undefined. We will show that these notions generalize to the ring setting.

Let D + be the set of ordered pairs (p, q) of elements of A «, so that if we write

p = (s, t) and q=(u, v), then (t, v) is admissible. Similarly, let 7>" be the set of all

(p, q) in AxxAm so that if p = (s, t) and q = (u, v), then (s, v) and (u, t) are ad-

missible. That these definitions, as well as those we shall make further on, do not

depend on the choice of equivalence class representative, is an easy consequence

of 1.1.1.

D+ and D' are actually the sets of those pairs of elements of Aw which can be

added and multiplied, respectively. More precisely, we have

Theorem 1.2.1. Suppose (s, t) and (u, v) are admissible. Then ((s, t), (u, v)) is in

D+ iff (sv + ut,tv) is admissible. Similarly, ((s, t), (u, v)) is in Z>" iff (su,tv) is

admissible.
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The proof of 1.2.1 involves only elementary algebra, and is thus left to the

reader.

1.2.1 enables us to define addition and multiplication on Z>+ and D' respectively

as follows: + : D+ -> A«, is given by (s, t) + (u, v)=(sv + ut, tv), while • : D' -*■ Ax

is defined by (s, t)(u, v) = (su, tv). We summarize the basic algebraic properties

of these operations with

Theorem 1.2.2. Let p, q and r be elements in Aa. Then

(i) ifp+q(pq) is defined, then so is q+p (qp), andp+q=q+p (pq=qp),

(ii) if(p+q) + r((pq)r) is defined, then so isp + (q + r) (p(q-r)), and(p+q) + r

=p + (q + r) ((pq)r=p(qr)),

(iii) p + (0, 1) (p(\, 1)) is defined and =p,

(iv) ifpq+pr is defined then so is p(q + r), and p q +p ■ r =p(q + r).

Proof. We will prove (iv). Write p = (s,t), q=(u,v) and r=(x, y). pq+pr

= (sxtv+suty, t2vy), so / must be invertible. (If / lies in some proper ideal /, then

so do sxtv+suty and t2vy, which is impossible, since they have no common zero.)

A similar argument shows that v and y have no common zero. Hence by the def-

inition of D + , q + r is defined and =(uy+vx, vy). That p-(q+r) is defined and

=pq+p-r now follows directly from 1.2.1.

In contrast with addition and multiplication, inverses are everywhere defined on

A„ by (s, t)'1 = (t,s). The following theorem about inverses can be easily proved.

Theorem 1.2.3. If p is in Ax, then (p'x)~x=p. If p and q are in Ax, and pq is

defined, then p~x-q~x is defined and =(p-q)~x.

1.3. Tk fractional linear transformations. Unless otherwise specified, all 2x2

matrices will be assumed to have coefficients in A. The matrix (£ 0 will be called

regular iff the determinant eh-gf is invertible in A. The regular 2x2 matrices form

a group GL(A) under matrix multiplication.

For each T=(j£) in GL(A), define 7": Aa -^ A«, by T'(s, t) = (es+ft,gs+ht).

To show that T' is well defined, we must show that es+ft and gs+ht have no

common zero. Suppose / is an ideal of A which contains both es+ft and gs + ht.

Then ges + gft and egs + eht both lie in /; subtracting, we see that (eh-gf)t is in /.

Since eh—gf is invertible, t is in /. A similar argument shows that / contains s.

Since (s, t) is admissible, I=A.

The fractional linear transformations of A are defined to be those mappings of

A „ into itself which are of the form T', where Tis in GL(A). The set of all fractional

linear transformations of A will be denoted by G(A). Some fundamental properties

of G(A) are given by

Theorem 1.3.1. Each fractional linear transformation T' is a bijection of Am.

G(A) is the subgroup of the group (under composition), of all bijections of Ax. The

mapping T-+T' is a group homomorphism of GL(A) onto G(A) whose kernel

consists of those matrices of the form (§ °), where x is an invertible element of A.
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Proof. We prove the assertion about the kernel. It is clear that if x is invertible,

(o x)' is the identity mapping of Aœ. Now suppose that 7" = (££)' *s the identity

mapping. Since T'(0, l) = (fh) = (0, 1), /=0 and h is invertible. Since F'(1,0)

= (e, g) = (l, 0), g = 0 and e is invertible. Since 7"(1, l)=(e, h) = (l, 1), e=h.

We conclude this section with the essential

Theorem 1.3.2. G(A) acts transitively on AK.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that for any (s,t) in Am, there is some f.l.t. T

which sends (0, 1 ) into (s, t ). Choose a, bin A so that as+bt = 1. Clearly (~ £ ¡)'(0,1 )

= (M).

1.4. Mappings induced by ring homomorphisms. Let Ax and A2 be commutative

rings with identity,/: Ax-> A2 a ring (not necessarily a ring with identity) homo-

morphism. Write/=/(l); clearly j2 =j.

Lemma 1.4.1. Suppose that (s, t) is Ax-admissible and that y is in A2. Then

(J(s) + (l -j)y,f(t)+l -j) is A2-admissible.

Proof. Choose a, b in A so that as+bt= 1. Then

f(a)ifis) + (1 -fly) + (jf(b) + 1 -j)(f(t) +1 -/) - 1.

1.4.1 shows that the function/* : AXx -> A2to given by/*(í, O = (/(*)>/(0+ 1—7')

is well defined. It also follows from 1.4.1 that if (p,q) lies in Dx+ (D'x), then

if*ip),f*il)) ¡s in 7>2+ (7>2). A routine computation now proves

Theorem 1.4.2. Let p andq be in AXm. Ifp+q(pq) is defined, thenfif(p)+fSf(q)

if*ip)-f*i<Ù) & defined and =f*(p+q) (f*(pq)).

In view of 1.4.2,/* will be called the Riemann sphere homomorphism induced

by/. It is important to note that the assignment of Riemann spheres A«, to rings A,

and Riemann sphere maps/* to ring maps/is a covariant functor. In other words,

a direct computation shows

Theorem 1.4.3. If fx: Ax -*■ A2 and f2: A2 -*■ A3 are ring homomorphisms, then

(/a °A)*=/2- °/i- Furthermore, (1^)*= U„-

/also induces a group homomorphism from G(AX) into G042). To define this

mapping, we need two lemmas.

Lemma 1.4.4. If x is regular in Ax, then y=f(x)+l—j is regular in A2. If T

=(?d) à in GL(AX), then

/f(a) + l-j       f(b)     \

'    \   m       fid)+l-jJ
is in GL(A2).

Proof. A simple computation shows that y1 is given by f(x_1)+\— j. The

second statement of 1.4.3 now follows directly from the first.
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Lemma 1.4.5. Suppose that T and U are in GL(AX), and that T' = U'. Then

r,=u;.

Proof. By 1.3.1, there is an invertible x in A so that xT= U. Therefore

(f(x)+\-j)Ts = Uf.

1.4.5 now follows from 1.3.1 and 1.4.3.

Now we can define/*: G(AX) -+ G(A2) as follows; if Tis in GL(AX), then/*(/")

= T'f. 1.4.3 and 1.4.4 show that/* is well defined.

It is easy to verify that/* is a group homomorphism;/* will be called the group

homomorphism induced by/ Again we have a covariant functor, this time assign-

ing groups to rings, and group maps to ring maps. Explicitly, by a direct computa-

tion we have

Theorem 1.4.6. If fx: Ax -*■ A2 and f2: A2 -*■ A3 are ring homomorphisms, then

(f2 °/i)*=/2* °/i*. Furthermore (1 A)* = 1CM).

The following relationship between/* and/*, which can be directly verified, will

be of vital importance.

Theorem 1.4.7. Suppose X is a fractional linear transformation of Ax. Then

f*(X) °h =f*°X   and f*(X)~x °f*°X= /*.

1.5. 77ie identification of A with a subset of AK. We now identify A with a subset

of A„ via a<-> (a, 1). If a and b are in A, then a+b and ab are independent of

whether the .4-operations or the Ax-operations are being considered, as is a"1 for

invertible a. (From now on, for simplicity of notation, we will write pq instead of

pq to denote the product of two elements of A„.) However, if a is a singular

element of A, a'1 is not defined in A, but is defined in A„ ; there a~1 = ( 1, a). From

now on, for a in A, a'1 will denote the A „-inverse of a. We can thus write

Am = {ab~x;(a, b) admissible, a, b in A}.

Therefore the extension of A to A„ allows us in some sense to divide a by b,

whenever a and b are elements of A with no common zero.

Now let Ax, A2 and/be as in 1.4. Via the above identification,/* is actually an

extension off to Axm. If (a, b) is /^-admissible, then f*(ab~x)=f(a)(f(b) +1 —j)'1.

2. The Riemann sphere of a commutative Banach algebra. Throughout the

remainder of this paper, A will denote a complex commutative Banach algebra with

identity. A* will denote the Riemann sphere of (the underlying ring of) A.

2.1. The definition and elementary properties of the topology for Am. We now

introduce a topology for Ax, by prescribing a neighborhood system Jfv for each

point p of A K. We define Jfv to be the set of those subsets N of A m which satisfy

(i) If A' is a f. l.t. which maps 0 into p, (such X always exist because G(A) is
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transitive), then there is an open neighborhood U of 0 in A so that X(U) is con-

tained in TV.

Lemma 2.1.1. Let X be a fractional linear transformation. Suppose that a and

X(a) both lie in A, and that V is an open neighborhood of X(a) in A. Then there is an

open neighborhood U of a in A so that X(U)^ V.

Proof. Write X=(l 0'. Since X(a) is in A, ga + h is invertible. Choose a neighbor-

hood W of a in A so that gb + h is invertible when b lies in W. Clearly X \ W is a

continuous mapping of A into itself, so U can be chosen to be an appropriate

subset of W.

Lemma 2.1.2. Suppose that X is a fractional linear transformation, and that V

is an open subset of A. Ifp lies in X(V), then X(V) belongs to Jfp.

Proof. Let F be a f.l.t. which maps 0 into/». By 2.1.1, choose an open neighbor-

hood U of 0 in A so that X'1 o Y maps U into V. Clearly Y(U) is contained in

X(V), so X(V) e Jfp.

We can now prove

Theorem 2.1.3. The assignment p -*■ Jfv defines a topology for Am in which for

each p, Jfp is the set of all neighborhoods of p.

Proof. All but the last of the standard neighborhood axioms are trivial to

verify. Now letp e Aa, and NeJfp. Choose a f.l.t. X which sends 0 into/?, and an

open neighborhood F of 0 in A so that X(V) is contained in N. By 2.1.2, if q lies

in X(V), X(V) e Jfq.

From now on, A n will be considered to be provided with this topology. That this

topology is the natural one for Ax is made apparent by the following simple

theorems.

Theorem 2.1.4. If U^A, U is A-open iff U is Aœ-open. Thus A (with the usual

norm topology) is an open subspace of AK.

Proof. Let U be A-open, set A"=the identity f.l.t. By 2.1.2, X(U)= U is Ax-open.

Now let U beAx-open, let ueU. Set X=Q, Ï)', clearly X(0) = u. Therefore, there

is some S>0 so that X(B(0; S))£ £/; since X(B(0; S)) = B(u; 8), U is A-open.

Theorem 2.1.5. Each fractional linear transformation is a homeomorphism of Am.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that each f.l.t. A'is continuous at each/? e Am. Let

N be a neighborhood of X(p). Choose a f.l.t. y which sends 0 into/7, and an open

neighborhood U of 0 in A so that X( Y( U))£N. Since Y(U) is a neighborhood ofp

in Am by 2.1.2, X is continuous at p.

Note that the topology given Ax is the unique topology for Ax so that A is an

open subspace and each f.l.t. is a homeomorphism.

Theorem 2.1.6. Ax is a Hausdorff space.
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Proof. By 2.1.4 and 2.1.5, it is sufficient to separate 0 from ab'1, where a, b e A

and b is singular. Set Ux=B(0; 1) and U2 = A«,~B(0; 1); B(0; 1) is ^„-closed by

2.1.4. Therefore Ux and U2 separate 0 and ab'1.

2.2. Characterizations via the fractional linear group of the complex field and of

semisimplicity. It is well known that the complex fractional linear transformations

are 3-point transitive on the classical Riemann sphere. This phenomenon character-

izes the complex field as a commutative complex Banach algebra with identity.

In fact we have the stronger

Theorem 2.2.1. G(A) is 2-point transitive on Ax iff A is the complex field.

Proof. Suppose that 2-point transitivity holds in Ax. Let a be a nonzero element

of A. Choose a f.l.t. X so that X(a) = 0 and X(0) = 1 ; write X=Qrn)'. Since X(0) = 1,

h is invertible, and h=f Since X(a)=0, ga+f is invertible and ea+f=0, thus

ga—ea is invertible, so a is invertible. Therefore A is a field, but the only complex

Banach field is the complex field.

Notice that if a, be A, and a is invertible, then (g Î)' maps A into itself. Further-

more, if r is in the radical of A, then Q °)' also maps A into itself. Fractional linear

transformations of the latter kind are called radical transformations, and will play

an important role later on. Fractional linear transformations of the former kind

can be used to characterize semisimplicity via

Theorem 2.2.2. A is semisimple iff every f.l.t. X which maps A into itself is of the

form (Ô I)', where a is invertible.

Proof. Assume that A is semisimple, and that X is a f.l.t. which sends A into

itself; write X =(££)'. Since X(0)eA, h is invertible. Since for each nonzero

complex z, X(z) lies in A, gz+h is invertible, so h'1g is in the radical. Since A is

semisimple, h~1g=0=g. Therefore X is of the form (g Î)', where a=h~1e and

b=h-xf

Now assume that A is not semisimple; let r be a nonzero element of the radical,

(r °)' maps A into itself, and is not of the form (g Ï)', by 1.3.1.

2.3. The elementary topological quasi-algebra of the Riemann sphere. We begin

with an important lemma, which uses the compactness of the maximal ideal space

of A.

Lemma 2.3.1. Suppose the elements of A a0 and b0 have no common zero. Then

there is some 8>0 so that if both \\a—a0\\ and \\b — b0\\ are < 8, then a and b have no

common zero.

Proof. Since a0 and b0 have no common zero, there is a positive number 3S

so that |F(a0)| + \F(b0)\ = 38, for all maximal ideals F. If both ||a—a0|| and ||6-60||

are <S, then \F(a)\ + \F(b)\'¿8 for all maximal ideals F, so a and b have no

common zero.

We will now show that the topology for Aœ blends nicely with the algebra of Ax

introduced in §1.
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Theorem 2.3.2. 7)+ is open. + is a continuous mapping of D + into A«,.

Proof. Let s, t, u and v be elements of A so that (s, t) and (u, v) are admissible,

and (if-1, uv-1) lies in D+. Then (/, v) is admissible. Choose e,f g and n from A

so that -es+ft=l = -gu+hv; write A'1 = (i ?)' and AT2 = (2 ?)'; clearly A,1(0)=íí"1

and A'2(0) = «r"1. By 2.3.1 choose 8^0 so that (ea+t, gb+v) is admissible when

both a and b lie in B(0; Sx). Therefore

Xx(B(0;ox))xX2(B(0;ox))zD+,

so D+ is open.

Now choose X3=(% £)' so that X3(st-1 + uv~1)=0. Define <¿: 5(0; Sj)x5(0; ox)

-*■ A«, via ^(a, b) = X3(Xx(a) + X2(b)). To show that + is continuous on D+, it is

sufficient to show that <f> is continuous at (0, 0).

For /= 1,..., 4 define &: 5(0; Bx) x 5(0; 8X) -*■ A via

>px(a, b) = (gb+v)(fa+s) + (ea + t)(hb + u),

4>2(a,b) = (ea+i)(gZ> + t;),

^3(a, b) = #i(a, b) + rt/,2(a, b), and

</-4(a, ¿>) = ^(a, b)+yif>2(a, b).

Clearly all the ^ are continuous. A direct computation shows that <f>(a,b) =

^¿^(fl,*)-1 for ia,b) in 77(0; S,)xS(0; 8X). Since ¿(0, 0)=0, ^(0,0) is

invertible ; choose 82 so that 0 < 82 < ox and ^4(a, è) is invertible when (a, ¿>) lies in

5(0; 82)x5(0; 82). Thus on 5(0; 82)x5(0; 82), <^ is the quotient (in A) of two

continuous functions; so 4> is continuous on 5(0; 82)x5(0; 82).

Corollary 2.3.3. Let Y be a topological space, and let fx,.. .,/n be continuous

maps of Y into Aœso that if y e Y and i #/ then (ft(y), fiy)) is in D + . Thenfx -\-

+/„ is defined and continuous on Y.

Proof. That fx-\-(-/„ is defined (and is independent of the way parentheses

are associated in its definition) follows from 1.2.2. (ii) and the remark that (a, be) is

admissible when (a, b) and (a, c) are admissible. The continuity of fx+ ■ ■ ■ +/„

follows from 2.3.2.

By arguments analogous with those used for +, we can prove

Theorem 2.3.4. D' is open, and ■ is a continuous mapping of D' into Ax. If Y

is a topological space, andfx, ...,/„ are continuous mappings of Y into Ax so that

when i¥"j, f(y)fj(y) is defined for each y, then fx- ■ -fn is a well-defined continuous

map of Y into Aœ.

Note that it is trivial to show that p ->- p ~1 is continuous on A a, since ~1 = (x D'-

An interesting application of this, and the preceding ideas, is provided by

Theorem 2.3.5. The invertible elements of A are dense in A iff A is dense in Ax.

Proof. Assume the invertible elements of A are not dense in A. Choose an open

set U in A so that U contains only singular elements. Then (° h)'(U) is open in A a,

and does not intersect A.
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Now assume A is not dense in Aœ. Choose an open set Vin Ax which does not

meet A. Let p be an element of V, write p=st ~l, where s and t are elements of A

with no common zero. By 2.3.1 there is some 8^0 so that (s, b) is admissible

when [|¿> — r || -«c Sx. Define tj>: B(t; S^^-A«, via <f>(b)=sb~1. Since t/> is continuous,

there is some S2 > 0 so that tf>(b) is not in A when ||¿> - r ¡| < S2. Thus B(t; 82) does not

intersect the invertible elements of A.

Theorem 2.3.6. Letf: Ax -> A2 be a ring homomorphism of the underlying rings

of Ax and A2; if fis continuous then so w/*.

Proof. Apply the continuity of/* at 0, and 1.4.6.

Corollary 2.3.7. // Ax and A2 are topologically and algebraically isomorphic,

then AXo0 and A2a> are homeomorphic.

Proof. Let f: Ax->■ A2 and g:A2^-Ax be continuous ring homomorphisms

so that g°f=\(Ax) and f og=\(A2). By the covariance of *, g* °/* = l(/4l0O),

/* ° g* = i(A2x), and/* and g* are continuous by 2.3.6.

2.4. Definition and elementary properties of the Gelfand transform and the

spectrum of elements of Am. Let F be a maximal ideal of A, i.e. a continuous

algebra homomorphism of A onto C. By 2.3.6 F lifts to a continuous "algebraic"

homomorphism F* of A a onto Cx = the extended complex plane. Now let p be an

element of Am. Define p, the Gelfand transform of p, to be the mapping of J(

into Cx defined by /5(F) = F*(p). This definition clearly agrees with the usual

definition when p e A.

To see that p is continuous on J(, write p=ab~x, where a and b are elements of A

with no common zero. A direct computation shows that p=â(b)~1, which is

continuous by 2.3.4.

Now define the spectrum of p (written o(p)) to be p(J(). Since J( is compact and

p is continuous, a(p) is a compact set in the extended plane. If p lies in A, this

notion of spectrum agrees with the usual definition.

Observe that oo belongs to the spectrum of p iffp is not in A. A proof runs as

follows; obviously if p e A, a(p) is contained in the finite plane. If p is not in A,

write p = ab'1 as above; b is singular. Let F be a maximal ideal so that F(b)=0,

clearly F*(/>) = oo.

With this definition of spectrum, and 1.4.7, a routine computation proves the

following spectral mapping theorem for complex fractional linear transformations.

Theorem 2.4.1. Suppose X is a fractional linear transformation on A which is

of the form (| £)', where e,f g and h are complex numbers. Then a(X(p)) = X(c(p)).

We will need later not only the continuity of F->p(F) and p-+p(F), but the

stronger

Theorem 2.4.2. The mapping <^>:JixAK-^Cx defined by tf>(F,p)=p(F) is

continuous.
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Proof. We will show continuity at (F0,p0)- Choose A"=(J ()' from G(A) so that

X(0)=p0. Define ^:JtxAm^-J(xAx via i¡,(F,p) = (F,X(p)); since 0 is a

homeomorphism and </»(F0, 0) = (F0, p0) it is sufficient to show that <f> ° if, is contin-

uous at (F0, 0). Since F0*(X)~1 is a homeomorphism of C„ it is sufficient to show

that d=F0*(X)~1 °<f> ° >/iis continuous at (F0, 0).

Define $x and £2 to be the maps of Jt x A into C given by

^(F,«) = Fo(h)F(ea+f) + Fo(-f)F(ga+h),

UF,a) = F0(-g)F(ea+/) + F0(e)F(gfl+n).

Since <(>\J¡fxA is continuous, ^ and |2 are continuous. A direct computation

shows that when (F, a) lies in ^# x A,

d(F,a) = tx(F,a)UF,a)-1.

Thus by 2.3.4, 6\J(xA is continuous, so <¿ is continuous at (F0, 0).

2.5. Finite products of Riemann spheres and compactness. Recall that if

Ax,..., An are commutative Banach algebras with identity, their direct sum is

defined to be

Ax®---@An = {(ax, ...,an):aieA?¡,

where the algebraic operations are pointwise, and

\\(ax,...,an)\\ = sup\\ai\\.

Ax ©• ■ ■ ® An is also a commutative Banach algebra with identity. We will show

that the identity mapping of Ax@- ■ ■© An can be lifted to a natural homeo-

morphism of the Riemann sphere of Ax ®- • -®A„ with the product of the Rie-

mann spheres of the A¡.

For l£i=n defineP¡: Ax ®- ■ -® An -+Af and Qi'.A,-*-Ai ©•••©/!„ by

P¡(ax,..., an) = a,,       ß,(«;) = (0,..., a¡,..., 0).

Pf and Qf are both continuous ring homomorphisms so that

p. o Q; = 104,),   and   Pk ° Q,, = 0   when/ # k.

We state without proof the simple and well-known

Lemma 2.5.1. If F, is a maximal ideal of A¡, then F¡ o P¡ is a maximal ideal of

Ax ©• ■ • © An. Conversely, if F is a maximal ideal of Ax ©• • • © An, then there is

some j, and a maximal ideal F, of Af so that F=F¡ ° P,.

Theorem 2.5.2. The  mappings P#: (Ax ©• • • © An)„ -*■ AXx x ■ ■ ■ x Ana>   and

Q#: AXm x ■ ■ • x Anm -> (Ax ©• • • © An)m defined below satisfy the conditions

P# and Q# are homeomorphisms so that Q# = (5#) "1,

P#\Ax@---@An=Q#\Ax®--- ®An=l(Ax@---@An).
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Proof. P, and Q, lift to continuous "algebraic" maps P,.: (Ax ©• ■ •© An)w

-+A,a and Q,.: Aja ->(AX ©• • •© An)x via 1.4.2 and 2.3.6. 1.4.3 shows that

Pj'° Qi'=KAja). Let -rr, be the continuous projection of AXm x • • • x Anœ onto A,m.

We need the following technical lemma.

Lemma 2.5.3. If i^j and xe Axax ■ ■ ■ xAna>, then Qf(^i(x))+ Q,.(ttj(x)) is

defined in (Ax©---@ An)x.

Proof (of 2.5.3). If 2.5.3 is not true, then there is some maximal ideal F of

Ax ®---®An so that

F*(ßi.(7ri(x))) = F*(Qj.(7Tj(x))) = oo.

Choose K so that l = Kgn, and there is a maximal ideal FK of A K so that F= FK°PK;

we may assume without loss of generality that AV i. But now

oo = F* o Qi. o *,(*) = FK. o PK. o f2¡. o ir,(x) = F*. ° (Ffc o Ö»)* ° *fc) = 0,

which is impossible, so 2.5.3 is proved.

We now return to the proof of 2.5.2. By 2.5.3 and 2.3.4, we can define

Q#:AXccx ■■■ xAnx-^(Ax ®---®An)ai via

Qd.x) = 2 QÁ<x)).
i = l

Q#  is  continuous  on  its domain.  Now define P#  to  be  the  mapping of

(Ax ©• • • © An)x into Axx x ■■■ x Anx given by

P#(p) = (Px.(p),...,Pn.(p)).

P# is also continuous. But

P# » QdPx, ■ ■ ;Pn) =   (P-(.Ê  Q^dff    i

=   (2(P«°Qd¿PdY        =(pX,-..,Pn).

Furthermore

ß# » Pdab-1) = Q# o P#((ax,. ..,an)(bx,..., ¿O"1)

= (| ß^)(i ß«(*«)+1-| ß«(i)) * - *■

Thus P# o g# and Q# o p# are both identity mappings, so P# and Q# are homeo-

morphisms and Q#=(P#)~X- It is clear that P# and £?# leave Ax@- ■ -® An

fixed.
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Evidence of the naturality of P# and Q# is provided by

Theorem 2.5.4. The functions P#: G(AX ®---®An)-+ G(AX) x • • ■ x G(An) and

Qf: G(AX) x • • • x G(An) -»■ G(AX ©■ ■ • © An) defined below satisfy the conditions

P# and Qf are group isomorphisms so that Q# = (P#)~1.

IfXeG(Ax®---@ An), then P#(X) °P#=P#oX.

Proof. Via 1.4, we have the group homomorphisms

Pf:G(Ax®---@ An) -+ G04;)   and    Qf : G(A,) -+ G(AX © • • • © An).

Define P#: G(AX ®---®An)^ G(AX) x-x G(An) by

P#(X) = (P*(X),...,P*(X)).

Define Q# : G(AX) x-x G(An) -> G(AX ® ■ ■ ■ ® An) by

Q#(XX,..., Xn) = Q*(XX)-- ■ Q*(Xn).

Obviously P# is a group homomorphism. Furthermore, a direct computation

shows that Qf ° P# and P# ° g# are identity maps, thus Q# is a group isomor-

phism and ß# = (5#)-1.

Now let X be in G(y4x ©• • • © An). By 1.4.7 Pj^AO o Pf.=Pf. ° X It follows

easily that P#(X) o P#=P# o X.

The preceding discussion of products enables us to answer the question : when is

Ax compact? Note that A m is locally compact iff A is locally compact iff the under-

lying vector space of A is finite dimensional.

Theorem 2.5.5. Aœ is compact iff A is algebraically isomorphic to the product ofn

complex planes.

Proof. Let /: A -> Cn and g:Cn-±A be complex algebra homomorphisms

so that g o/= 1(A) and/o g= 1(C). Since A is finite dimensional,/and g are both

continuous. Thus /* and g* provide a homeomorphism of A „ and C£ ; but C£, is

compact by 2.5.2. (In fact, CJ is homeomorphic to the product of n 2-spheres.)

Therefore Ax is compact.

Let .4«, be compact, by the remark preceding the statement of 2.5.5, the under-

lying vector space of A has finite dimension Af. Suppose A has N+1 distinct

maximal ideals Fx,..., FN + X. Set Jt'={FX,..., FN + X}, define <l>: A-+ C(JC) by

<f>(a) = â\J('. <f> is a homeomorphism of A onto C(Jf), which contradicts dim C(JC)

^dim A. Thus yl has exactly n distinct maximal ideals, where n-N.

Suppose r is in the radical of A, and r^O. Since Ax is compact, the sequence mr,

w = 1,2,... has a cluster point /? in A a,. Let F be a maximal ideal, since F* is

continuous, F*Q?)=0. Therefore a(p) = {0}, so /? lies in /I, which is clearly im-

possible. We conclude that A is semisimple, and ^ is a topological isomorphism

of A onto C(JT)xCn.
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2.6. The connected components of the Riemann sphere. Elements of Ax whose

spectrum is the whole extended plane. The principal connected component of A «,

is the connected component of Am which contains A. It will be denoted by Aœp.

Note that all the components of A „ are homeomorphic, since G(A) is transitive,

and each f.l.t. is a homeomorphism. Since Aa is locally connected, each com-

ponent of A„ is open in A^.

Theorem 2.6.1. Suppose p is an element of Ax whose spectrum is a proper subset

of the extended plane. Then p belongs to the principal component of Ax.

Proof. Choose z#0 from Cx so that z is not in o(p). Let A" be a complex frac-

tional linear transformation which sends 0 into 0 and z into oo. By 2.4.1 oo $ o(X(p)),

so X(p) lies in A, and therefore in Amp- Since X(0) and X(p) lie in A„p, 0 and p

belong to the same component of Aœ ; thuspeAmp.

We now give two examples of elements p of A«, whose spectrum is C«,. In the

first example, p lies in Amv, while in the second p does not. Thus there are algebras

whose Riemann sphere is disconnected.

Example 2.6.2. Let A = C (the finite complex plane R2). Define/ g: R2 -+ C

via f(z) = z when |z|¿ l,/(z) = z/|z| when |z|^l,g(z) = l when \z\-¿ 1, g(z)=l/|z|

when \z\ £ 1. Clearly/and g are in C(R2). Let /be an ideal of C(R2) which contains

both/and g, then h=ff+g is in /; since |A(z)| ä 1 for all z, h is invertible, so I=A.

Therefore/and g have no common zero, set p=fg'x e Ax. For w e R2, let Fw be

the maximal ideal of A given by evaluation at w; clearly Fw.(p)=f(w)g(w)~1 = w.

Thus the spectrum of p contains the finite plane ; since the spectrum is compact

a(p) = Cx. Now set X=(J "{)' e G(A). X(p) = 0 and X(0)= -f so X(p) and X(0)

are in Axp. Thus 0 and p lie in the same component of Am ; p e Axp.

The preceding example can be used to answer negatively a question raised by

Blum [1, p. 359]. Blum asks: If p(a)=x0+xxa+ ■ ■ ■ +xnan is a polynomial with

coefficients in a commutative complex Banach algebra with identity A, and p(a)

is singular for all a in A, is there a maximal ideal F of A so that F(x,)=0, ally?

Let A,f, g and h be as in 2.6.2; define p(a)=ga—f We have already shown that

there is no proper ideal / which contains both/and g; we will show that p(a) is

singular for each a in A. Let ae A, choose r^ 0 so that the range of a is contained

in the closed complex disc of radius r. By the Brouwer fixed point theorem, the

restriction of a to K(0; r) has a fixed point z*. Thus p(a)(z*) = 0, so p(a) is singular.

We precede the second example with two lemmas.

Lemma 2.6.3. Let tf> be a continuous A ̂ -valued function defined on [0, 1]. Let a

and b be elements of A with no common zero so that tf>(0) = ab~1. Then there are two

continuous A-valued functions tfix and <f>2 defined on [0, 1] so that

(i) If0¿t¿ 1, <Ai(í)^2(r)_1 is defined in An and =tf>(t), and

(ii) «M0) = a, M0)=b.

Proof. That >px and <p2 can be defined in a neighborhood of 0 so as to satisfy
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(i) and (ii) follows from writing <j>(t) = X~1(X(4*(t))), where A'is a f.l.t. which sends

<f>iO) into 0, and then applying 1.1.1. A standard extension argument now completes

the proof.

Lemma 2.6.4. Let </»i and <p2 be continuous A-valued functions defined on [0, 1]

so that

(i) For each t, 0i(O02(O_1 's defined in Ax, and

(ii) fc(i>Mi)-l-a
Then >jix and tf,2 can be extended to continuous A-valued functions (also called <l'x and

>p2) on [0, 3] so that (i) is satisfied, and 0i(3) = 02(3) = 1.

Proof. If l = t=2 set &(f)«f-l and <jj2(t) = >¡,2(\). If 2Sfá3 set </-1(i) = l and

Ut)=(t-2)+(l-t)UV-
Example 2.6.5.   Set A = C(S3), where

S3 = the 3-sphere = {(zx, z2):\zx\2 + \z2\2 = 1, zx, z2 complex}.

Define/and g: S3-> C via/(z, w) = z and g(z, w) = w;/and g are in A/and g

clearly have no common zero; writep=fg~1 sAx.

Suppose that/? lies in the principal component of Ax. Then there is a continuous

map <f> of [0, 1] into Axv so that <j>(0)=p and <f>(l)=0. By 2.6.3 and 2.6.4 choose

continuous ^4-valued functions 0f and >p* defined on [0, 1 ] so that

(0 If 0gi= 1, (>Ai(0, 0ÎCO) is admissible,
(ü)<AÍ(0)=/o,^(0)=go,and
(iii)#(l) = 1=^1(1).

Define ipx, <p2: S3x [0, 1] -+■ C by >Pi(x, t) = 4'*(t)(x); if>x and 02 are continuous.

Define </>3: S3 x [0, I]-+ S3 via

03 = M0i!2+|02|2)1/2,MI0il2+l02|T2).

03( , 0): S3 -»- S3 is the identity map, while </>3( , 1): S3 -> 53 maps 53 onto the

point (l/\/2, l/\/2). Thus the identity map of S3 is homotopic to the constant

map on S3, contradicting the well-known noncontractability of S3. Therefore p

does not lie in the principal component of A„. 2.6.1 shows that the spectrum of p

is the extended plane. Furthermore, the Riemann sphere of A is not connected.

3. Abstract analytic function theory.

3.1. The quotient of a holomorphic function by a maximal ideal. Suppose that D is

a domain in A, f: D -> A is holomorphic, i.e. analytic in the sense of Lorch [6,

p. 417], on D, and F is a maximal ideal of A. If there is a (necessarily unique)

complex holomorphic function g defined on the complex domain F(D) so that

g o F=Fofon D, we say g is the quotient function off with respect to F, and write

This fundamental concept, introduced in [6] is investigated in detail in [4]. In

particular, it is shown there that if D is star shaped, fF exists. However, an example

is given of a simply connected D, a holomorphic/on D, and a maximal ideal F so
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that/? does not exist. Here we will present only those basic results required in the

sequel.

Notice that if D is a ball 5(0; s),fF is always defined. In fact, if/ is given by the

power series f (a) = 2n cnan,fF is defined on #(0; s) by/f(z) = 2n F(c„)zn.

It is simple, but important, to notice also that if/and g are holomorphic on A,

then (g °f)F=gF °fF- Furthermore 104)j,= l(C).

Theorem 3.1.1. Let f be holomorphic on A, and let H be the complex entire

functions with the compact open topology. Define tp: M' ->■ H by tp(F) =/F. Then tp is

a continuous mapping.

Proof. Let F0 be a maximal ideal. To show the continuity of tp at F0, we must

show that for any two positive numbers R and e, there is a neighborhood U of F0

in Jt so that

\fF(z)-fFa(z)\ < e,

whenever F lies in U and \z\¿R. Choose N>0 so that

Î     \\cn\\Rn < e/3.
n = AT + l

Set i/={F:|F(cn)-F0(cn)|<*/3(n + l)/c\/2=0, ...,#}.  If Fei/and \z\SR, then

\fF(z)-fFo(z)\   Í       2      \F(Cn)\Rn+2\F(Cn)-Fo(Cn)\R"+     2      IFo(Cn)I*"
n>W+l n=0 n>N+l

< e/3 + £/3 + e/3 = £.

3.2. The definition and elementary properties of meromorphic functions. Justas in

the case A = C, we can speak of an "analytic" function/defined on an open set D

in Ax and taking values in Ax if we use G(A) to define "local coordinates" on A„.

Such functions will be called meromorphic. A formal definition runs as follows:

let D be an open set in Ax, let/be an ¿(„-valued function on D, and p be a point of

D.f is meromorphic at/> iff there are U, Xx and X2 so that

(i) U is an open connected neighborhood of p in D,

(ii) Xx and X2 are fractional linear transformations so that XX(U) and X2(f(U))

are both subsets of A,

(iii) X2 of o Xïl: XX(U) -^Ais holomorphic at Xx(p).

fis meromorphic on D iff it is meromorphic at each point of D.

In connection with the above definition, the following remarks are in order.

Meromorphic functions are continuous. If D is a domain in A, and/is y4-valued,

then/is meromorphic iff it is holomorphic. Each fractional linear transformation

is meromorphic on Ax- The composition of meromorphic functions is again

meromorphic.

Theorem 3.2.1. Let D be a domain in A,fx and f2 holomorphic functions on D

so thatfx(a)f2(a)~x is defined in Axfor each a in D (or equivalently, fx(a) andf2(a)

have no common zero for each a in D). Then h(a)=fx(a)f2(a)~1 is meromorphic on D.
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Proof. Let a0eD. Choose a f.l.t. X=(lbd)' so that X(h(a0)) = 0. Since h is

continuous by 2.3.4, choose 8>0 so that U=B(a0;S)z'D and X(h(U))^A. If

aeU,

X(h(a)) = (eftâ + bMaMcMdï + dMa))-1 e A.

Thus the restriction of X ° h to U is the quotient in A of holomorphic functions

and is thus itself holomorphic. It now follows from the remarks preceding the

theorem that h is meromorphic.

We do not know if the global converse of 3.2.1 is valid. However, we can prove

the local converse, i.e.

Theorem 3.2.2. Let D be a domain in A, h meromorphic on D, a0 a point of D.

Then there is some open neighborhood U of a0 in D, and holomorphic functions fx

andf2 defined on U so that fx(a)f2(a) ~1 is defined and equal to h(a)for each a in U.

Proof. Choose a f.l.t. X which sends h(a0) into 0, write X~1 = (¿ I)'. Let i/be an

open neighborhood of a0 in D so that X(h(U))^A; for z'=0, 1,2 define/ on Uby

fo(a) = X(h(a)),fx(a) = efo(a) + b, and f2(a) = cf0(a) + d. All the/ are clearly holo-

morphic; if a 6 U, fx(a)f2(a) '1 is defined and =h(a).

The preceding results enable us to prove

Theorem 3.2.3. Let D be a domain in A, hx and h2 meromorphic functions on D

so that h(a)=hx(a) + h2(a) is defined in Ax for each a in D. Then h is meromorphic

on D.

Proof. Let a0 e D. By 3.2.2 choose an open neighborhood U of aQ in D, and

holomorphic functions fx,f2, gx and g2 on U so that hx(a)=fx(a)f2(a)~1 and h2(a)

=g1(a)g2(a)_1 for each a in U. Then the restriction of h to U is given by

ig2fl+f2gl)if2gè'1,

hence h is meromorphic at a0 by 3.2.1.

It is immediate from 3.2.4 that the sum, when defined, of finitely many mero-

morphic functions on a domain D in A is again meromorphic. That the product,

when defined, of finitely many meromorphic functions is again meromorphic

follows from an argument analogous to that given for sums. The restriction that D

lie in A, rather than in Ax, can be easily removed. Finally, observe that since the

operation of taking inverses is given by a fractional linear transformation, the

inverse of a meromorphic function is always defined and meromorphic.

Theorem 3.2.4 (Identity Theorem). Let D be a domain in Am, hx and h2

meromorphic on D. Ifhx and h2 agree on an open subset of D, then hx and h2 agree

on D.

Proof. By a standard connectedness argument, the observation that locally a

meromorphic function can be written X2 °/° Xx, where Xx and X2 are f.l.t.'s and/

is holomorphic, and the identity theorem for holomorphic functions.
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3.3. Simple analytic polynomials and simple algebraic polynomials. A basic

theorem of classical function theory is that a complex entire function /(z) is a

polynomial iff iim2^œf(z) exists in Ca. Our task here is that of generalizing this

theorem to the Lorch analytic function theory. With this in mind we formulate the

following definitions :

An analytic polynomial (an.p.) on A is a holomorphic function/: A -> A so that

lim2^œ>jeC/(z) (or briefly, lim2^co/(z)) exists in Am.

A simple analytic polynomial (s.an.p.) on A is an analytic polynomial/so that if

f(a) = 2n cnan is the power series expansion of/on A, there is some A'>0 so that

cK is invertible, and cn lies in the radical for « > K. K is called the degree off.

In this subsection, we will describe the simple analytic polynomials on A. In 3.5

we will describe the analytic polynomials on A.

Let S denote the class of all A „-valued functions defined on Am. Let SY denote

the class of all those functions/in S so that pf(p) is defined for aiipin Am. Define

Y:SY-+S by Y(f)(p)=pf(p).
For each a in A, define Ta (translation by a) to be the fractional linear trans-

formation (J Ï)'. Define Ta: S-> S by Ta(f)=Ta of

For each r in the radical of A, define Rr (the radical transformation induced by r)

by Rr = Q ?)'• Define Rr: S^ S by RT(f) = Rr of
For each a in A and r in the radical of A, define Z(a, r): SY -*■ S by Z(a, r)(f)

= RroTao Y(f).

Lemma 3.3.1. If flies in SY, so does Z(a, r)(f).

Proof. Let p e Ax, write p=axbxx, f(p)=a2b2x, where for /= 1, 2 (at, bt) is an

admissible pair. Then

(Rr o Ta o Y(f))(p) = (axa2+abxb2)(bxb2 + raxa2 + rabxb2yx.

We must verify that

q = (axbxx, (û1a2+aè1è2)(61i>2+ra1a2-l-raè1ô2)-1) £ D'.

Suppose that F is a maximal ideal, and

F(axa2+abxb2) = F(bx) = 0.

Then F(a!a2)=0, since ax and bx have no common zero F(a2) is 0, contradicting

(p,f(p)) e D'. Thus axa2 + abxb2 and bx have no common zero. Now suppose that

F is a maximal ideal so that

F(bxb2 + raxa2 + rabxb2) = F(ax) = 0.

Since r is in the radical, F(¿>!e2)=0; since (ax, bx) is admissible F(¿>2)=0, contra-

dicting (p,f(p))e D'. Therefore ax and bxb2 + raxa2 + rabxb2 have no common

zero, hence q lies in D'.
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Theorem 3.3.2. Let x0 be an invertible element of A, let ax,...,aK be elements

of A,andletrx,..., rK be elements of the radical of A. Definef0on Ax byf0(Ax) = x0;

clearly fo lies in SY- For l^j=K write Z¡=Z(a¡, r¡). Set

f=ZKo ZK.X o ••• o Zj(/o).

Then fis defined and meromorphic on A«,, and f maps A into itself. Furthermore, the

restriction off to A is a simple analytic polynomial of degree K.

Proof. 3.3.1 shows that/is defined on Aw; that/is meromorphic on Ax follows

from the elementary properties of meromorphic functions. It is clear that/maps A

into itself.

We will show that/is a s.an.p. of degree K by induction on K. The case K=0 is

trivial. For K>0, set fx=ZK-x ° • • • °Zx(f0), and let 2dnan be the power series

expansion offx\A. By the inductive hypothesis dK_x is invertible, and dn is in the

radical for n>K- 1. Define f2: A-* A by f2(a)=afx(a). Obviously/2 is a s.an.p. of

degree K. It is also easy to see that f3 is a s.an.p. of degree K, where /3 is

defined on A by f3(a)=f2(a) + aK. Finally, define /,: A ->• A by

A(a)=fÁa)irKf3ia)+l)-1.

If Fis a maximal ideal, F(fi(a)) = F(f3(a)), thus fiF=f3F. Therefore f\A=fi is a

s.an.p. of degree K.

Any meromorphic function/on Aœ which can be constructed from an invertible

x0, arbitrary ax,..., aK, and rx,...,rK in the radical in the way described in 3.3.2,

will be called a simple algebraic polynomial (s.al.p.) of degree K. Under this

terminology 3.3.2 says that the restriction of a simple algebraic polynomial of

degree K to A is a simple analytic polynomial of degree K.

Note that any polynomial (in the usual sense) on A with invertible leading

coefficient can be extended to an s.al.p. Conversely, if A is semisimple and / is an

s.al.p., then the restriction off to A is a polynomial on A with invertible leading

coefficient. Thus the construction of a simple algebraic polynomial on A is a gen-

eralization of the construction of a complex polynomial, as well as a way of

producing simple analytic polynomials.

Theorem 3.3.3 (Uniqueness of the construction of a s.al.p.). Let f be the

s.al.p. constructed from x0, ax,..., aK and rx,..., rK, and let g be the s.al.p. con-

structed from x'0, a'x,...,a'j and r'x,..., r',. If f\A=g\A, then K=J, x0 = xQ, aj = d¡

and rf=r'jfor allj.

Proof. Since f\A and g\A are s.an.p.s of degree K and J respectively, K=J. We

now proceed by induction on K. The case K=0 is trivial. Now suppose K>0,

write Zf=Z(aj, r¡) and Z'¡=Z(a'f, r'¡). Set

/i = ZK.X o ■•• o Zx(fo)   and   gx = Z'K.X o... o Z'x(g0).
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Let oo denote (i,0)eAx. Then (writing a¡=a(j) and r; = /"(y')) /(oo) =

RriK) ° Tam(cofx(co)) = Rr(K) o Ta{K)(œ) = Rr(K)(co) -if*. Similarly g(oo) = (r'K) ' \

since/(oo)=g(oo), rK = r'K. Furthermore,

R-rMO)) = TMK)(0fx(0)) = Ta(K)(0) = aK.

Applying the same argument to g(0) =/(0), we find that aK = a'K. Therefore afx(a)

= agx(a) for all invertible a, so fx=gx on A. An application of the inductive hy-

pothesis completes the proof.

We can now prove the important

Theorem 3.3.4. Let g be a simple analytic polynomial. Then there is a unique

simple algebraic polynomial f whose restriction to A is g.

Proof. Let 2 c*fln be the power series expansion of g on A. cK is invertible, where

K= degree g, and cn lies in the radical for n > K. Set q = lim2^„ g(z). We proceed by

induction on A'. If A^=0, and Fis a maximal ideal, F*(q) = limz^n F(g(z)) = F(c0).

Thus q lies in A ; by Liouville's theorem g is identically q.

Now consider K>0. If Fis a maximal ideal,

F„(?) = lim F(c0)+F(cx)z+ ■ ■ ■ +F(cK)zK = oo.
2-. 00

Thus the spectrum of q contains only the point at infinity, so we can write q=s~1,

where j is in the radical of A.

Set b=g(0)(l-sg(Q))~x, consider the function gx on A defined by gx

= r_6 o R-s o g. Clearly gx is holomorphic on A, gx(0)=0, and iim2^ „, gx(z) = co.

It is not hard to see that if 2n=i dnan is the power series expansion of g x on A, and F

is a maximal ideal, then F(cn) = F(dn), n ä 1. Thus gx is an s.an.p. of degree K.

Now define g2 on A by g2(d) = 2n = o dn+xan. Since lim^*, gi(z) = oo,

lim (¿hO/z))-1 = 0,
2-0

so lim2_0 (gi(l/z))_1/z exists in A. Therefore lim2_œ zgx(z)_1 exists in A, so by the

continuity of _1 linr.^«, gx(z)/z=g2(z) exists in Ax. Therefore g2 is a s.an.p. of

degree A'—1. By the inductive hypothesis there is a s.aLp. f2 so that f2\A=g2.

Now clearly f=Z(b, s)(f2) is a s.al.p. whose restriction to A is g. The uniqueness of

/follows from 3.3.3.

3.4. The meromorphic automorphisms of the principal component of the Riemann

sphere. As an application of 3.3.4, we will show that each meromorphic auto-

morphism of Axp is given by a fractional linear transformation.

Lemma 3.4.1. LetW: [0, 1 ] -»■ C„ be a curve, let p0 e A „. Suppose F is a maximal

ideal which sends p0 into <^(0). Then there is a curve y : [0, 1 ] -»• A «, so that y(0) =p0

and F* o y=<3/.

Proof. If range <& lies in C, we can define y by

y(t)=p0 + nt)-F*(po).
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If range <& is a proper subset of Cx, choose a complex f.l.t. X so that W = X ° *&

is a curve in C. Since F*(X(p0)) = ^'(0), there is a curve /: [0, l]-^-Ax so that

y'(0) = X(po) and F* ° y' = <T. Set y=A""1 o y'; y(0)=po, and

F* o y = F* o A""1 » y' = X-1 o F* ° / = <&.

If range <&=CM, y can be constructed by applying the preceding construction on

suitable subintervals of [0, 1].

Lemma 3.4.2. Let g be meromorphic on AKp, let F be a maximal ideal. Then there

is a (necessarily unique) complex meromorphic function gF on Cx so that gF ° F*

= F* ° ggF is called the quotient function of g with respect to f

Proof. Let/» be in AKp. Choose fractional linear transformations Xx and A"2 so

that Xx(0)=p and X2(g(p))=0. Now choose ?>0 so that/=(A"2 °go A^l5(0; t)

is holomorphic. Let/,: K(0; t) ->- C be the quotient function of/by F.

Set U= A"!(5(0; t)); U is an open connected neighborhood of p inAx. Note that

F*(U) = F*(Xx)(K(0; t)) is an open connected neighborhood of F*(/7) in C«,.

Define gFp: F*(U)-+C„ by

IfqeU, two applications of 1.4.7 show that

(1) gi> » F*(a) = F* o g(q).

Set 0Fp = the complex analytic element {gF¡), F*(/7)} (recall that our notions of

complex analytic element, continuation, etc. are taken from Saks and Zygmund

[10]). (1) shows that <f>Fp is determined uniquely by F and p, i.e. is independent of

the choice of Xx, X2 and t. Set

ff- = {<f>Fp:peAxp}.

Observe that if y: [0, 1] -*■ Axp is a curve in Axp it follows from (1) that

{0FK()}ostsi is a complex analytic chain along F* ° y. Thus any two elements of 3F

are continuations of each other.

Now let q e Axp, and let <W: [0, 1] -* Cx be a curve starting at F*(o). By 3.4.1

let y : [0, 1 ]-»• y4 a, be a curve starting at q so that F* »y=i {«^-/(»losigi is a

continuation of 0f? along y consisting of elements of ff'. Thus ^" is a complex

analytic function, arbitrarily continuable in Cx.

By the monodromy theorem, ff' defines a complex meromorphic function

gF: Coo -*■ Coo. If P e ^4oop,

gF « F*(/7) = gf , o F*(/7) = F* o g(/7).

So g, » F* = F* o g on A*,p.

Theorem 3.4.3. Let g be a meromorphic automorphism of Axp, i.e., g is a mero-

morphic bijection of Axp whose inverse is meromorphic. Then there is a unique

fractional linear transformation X whose restriction to Awp is g.
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Proof. Since G(A) is transitive, we may assume without loss of generality that

g(oo) = oo. Let h be the inverse function of g; for each maximal ideal F form the

quotient functions gF and hF. If ze C,

gF o hF(z) = gF o hF o F*(z) = F* ° g o h(z) = z.

Similarly hF ° gF(z) = z, so gF is a complex meromorphic automorphism of Cœ

whose inverse is hF.

But

gf(oo) = gF o F*(oo) = F* o g(co) = oo.

Hence gf(z)#oo if z is a finite complex number. So if a e A, gF o F*(a) = F* ° g(a)

is finite, which implies that g maps A into ^4. Let 2 crfln be the power series for

g on A, then 2 F(cn)zn is the power series for gF on C. Since gf is a complex f.l.t.

which leaves oo fixed, F(cx) #0 and F(cn)=0 for n > 1. Thus g|/4 is a simple analytic

polynomial of degree 1.

By 3.3.4 there is a simple algebraic polynomial/of degree 1 whose restriction to

A is g. But any s.al.p. of degree 1 is a f.l.t. X. Since X=g on A, X=g on Axp.

The uniqueness of X follows from the remark that if Xx is a f.l.t. which leaves 0, 1

and oo fixed, Xx must be the identity transformation.

3.5. Analytic polynomials and algebraic polynomials. In 3.3 it was shown that

any simple analytic polynomial is the restriction to A of a simple algebraic poly-

nomial. We will define an algebraic polynomial to be a finite direct sum (in an

appropriate sense) of simple algebraic polynomials. Then we will show that each

analytic polynomial can be thought of as a "finite direct sum" of simple analytic

polynomials, and thus is the restriction to A of an algebraic polynomial.

Lemma 3.5.1. Let Ax,...,An be commutative complex Banach algebras with

identity, hx,..., hn meromorphic functions on AXoo,..., Anx. Define A*: AXa> x • • •

x Anai —*• Ax& x • • • x An<x> by

h*(Pl, ...,Pn) = (hX(pX), ■ • -,hn(Pn)).

Define h*:(Ax®---@ An)œ -*■ (Ax ©• • • © An)œ by (see2.5.2for the definitions of

P# and Q#)

h*(p) = Q#oh*oP#(p).

h* is meromorphic on (Ax ©• • •© /*„)<*> •

Proof. Let pe(Ax ©• •• © An)x, we will show that h* is meromorphic at p.

Set P#(p) = (px,..., Pn). For each integer j so that 1 áy"^ n choose

(1) XiX e G(Aj) so that Xn(pt)=0,

(2) Xj2 e G(Aj) so that Xj2(hj(p,))=0,

(3) 8j>0 so that Xi2 « h¡ o X,-XX(B(Q; 8,)) = A„

and set 80=infls/Sn 8,. Thus X,2 o h, o Xjx   is holomorphic on B(0; 8,); let
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X?=o c>kia¡)k he its power series expansion there. Set (see 2.5.4 for the definition

ofß#)

Xi = Q*iXxx,..., Xnx)   and   X2 = Q*iXx2, ...,Xn2);

Xx and X2 lie in GiAx ©• • • © An). Set U=Xx'\BiO; 80)).

Clearly U is open and connected, and Xx maps U into A. We will show that

peUby showing that Xx(j>) = 0.

Up) = Q#(xxx,...,xnx)oQ#op#ip)

= (by 2.5.4) Q#iXxx, ...,XnX)o P#ip) = 0.

Now let a=(ax,..., an) e 5(0; 80). Then

A-2 o h* o Af Ha) = A", o «* o Q#iX:x\ ..., X$) ° Qdflu ---,an)

= (by 2.5.4) X2 o h* o ß# » (An1,..., ^Xd, • • -»<0

= A2 o ö# o n* o F# o ß#(A'r11(a1),..., ^(«O)

= ß#( *ia, - • -, A"n2) o ö#(Wl o JTaKaO,..., K ° XkXad)

= (since Xj2 o hf ° Xji1 lies in A¡ for ail/')

(A-12 o nx o XûHaô, ...,Xn2ohno A-nV(a„)) = ¿ c^
k = o

where ck = (clfc,..., cnk). Thus A"2 ° «* ° Xx 1 is represented on 5(0; S0) by the

convergent power series 2 Ci<ßk, so A"2 o n* ° Xx 1 is holomorphic at 0. Therefore h*

is meromorphic at p.   Q.E.D.

Note that if in 3.5.1 we require that each n, map A¡ into itself for all/, then h*

maps /Í into itself. In fact, when a=iax,..., an) e Ax ©• • • © An, h*(a) = (hx(ax),

...,hn(an)).

Lemma 3.5.2. Let A and A' be commutative complex Banach algebras with

identity. Suppose thatf: A-*- A' andf : A' ->■ A are continuous algebra with identity

homomorphisms so that f °f=\A and f°f=\A-. Let h be meromorphic on Ax,

define h': A'x -* A'«, by h' =/* ° n °/*\ Then h' is meromorphic on A'x.Furthermore,

if h maps A into itself, then h! maps Ä into itself.

Proof. Let p' e A'm, set p=f*(p'), and choose Xx and X2 from G(A) so that

Xx(p) = 0 = X2(h(p)). Choose S>0 so that X2 o h ° X{ l maps 5(0; 8) into A;

X2o h o Xxx is thus holomorphic on 5(0; 8) with power series expansion 2 cnGn-

Set

X'x=f*(Xx),       X^=f*(X2),   and   U' = AT \B(0; 8/||/'||)).

Since

W) =f*(*i) »f* °f*(p') = (by 1.4.7)/* o Xx(j>) = 0,
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U' is an open connected neighborhood of p; clearly X'x maps U' into Ä. Further-

more when V e A' and ||¿>'|| < S/|/'|f, then

X2 o h' o X'r x(b') = X'2oK of*(Xx'x) o/* of¿(b')

=   X2 o h o/* c Xx- » of'(b') =f*(X2) o/* o h of; of, o Xx l of'(b')

= f*oX2ohoXx-1of(b') =U2cn(f'(b')T) = 2/(cn)(¿T-

Thus X2° h' o XI'1 is represented by a convergent power series on B(0; 8/||/'||)

= X'X(U'). Therefore h' is meromorphic at p.

Furthermore, if h(A)çA and b' e A', then h'(b')=fíf o h °fí(b')=f(h(f'(b')))eA'.

Q.E.D.
We can now define the concept of "algebraic polynomial in A". By a partition

of the identity for A we mean a finite sequencey'x,.. .,yn of distinct nonzero idem-

potents so that

n

jji = 0   when k ï i, and 2 A = ] •

Lety'j,.. .,yn be a partition of the identity in A. For lá/^n let At be the commuta-

tive Banach algebra with identity obtained by renorming the closed subalgebra//!

via its regular representation; thus if || [|| denotes the norm in Ah ||| ||| is

equivalent to the norm in A¡ induced by A, and |||yj = l. Let qx: Ax ©■ ■ ■ © An

->■ A and q2: A -> Ax ©• • ■ © An be defined by

qx(ax, ...,a„) = ax+---+an,       q2(a) = (jxa,..., jna).

It is not hard to see that qx and q2 are continuous algebra with identity homomor-

phisms so that q2 is the inverse mapping of qx.

A function £: Am-+ Aœ is an algebraic polynomial (al.p.) on A iff there are

jx,...,jnandhx,.. .,hn so that

(1) y\,.. .,y'n is a partition of the identity in A,

(2) if for each ;', \¿i^n, we let Ai be the commutative /i-algebra with identity

obtained by renormingy'¡/í via the regular representation. Then each /7¡ is a mapping

of Ai00 into itself which is either an A¡ simple algebraic polynomial or an ,4-valued

constant mapping, and

(3) if h* is the meromorphic function on (Ax ©■ • •© An)m constructed from

hx,..., hn as in 3.5.1, and qx and q2 are the isomorphisms of Ax ©■ • ■© An and A

introduced above, then £=qx. »A*»q2..

3.5.2 and the note preceding 3.5.2 show that each algebraic polynomial is a

meromorphic function defined on A«, which maps A into A. Thus the restriction to

A of an algebraic polynomial is an analytic polynomial.

Theorem 3.5.3. If g is an analytic polynomial, then g is the restriction to A of an

algebraic polynomial.
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Proof. Let p0 = \imzS „ g(z), and let 2 cnan be the power series expansion of g

on A. If F is a maximal ideal,

F*(/>o) = F*(lim gizf] = lim gFiz).
\Z-» CO / Z-.CO

Since limj-oo gf(z) exists, gF cannot have an essential singularity at oo. For each

maximal ideal F, set n(F)=0 if gF is constant, and set n(F) = the degree of gF if gF

is a nonconstant polynomial. We will show that n(F) is continuous on Jt, i.e., niF)

is constant in a neighborhood of each maximal ideal. Fix a maximal ideal F' of A.

If n(F')=0, then F*0?o) = limz^oo gr(z) is finite. By the continuity of^0, choose a

neighborhood V of F' so that

lim gFiz) = F*(/70)
2-» CO

is finite when F is in IV Thus n(F) = 0 on Vx.

Now suppose n(F') > 0. Then

F*(/?o) = hm gF.(z) = oo.
Z-» CO

By 2.4.2 choose a neighborhood Í7 of p0 in /I, and a neighborhood N0 of F' in J(

so that either ^(F) = oo or p(F) is finite and \p(F)\ = 1 when p is in t/ and F is in AV

Since limbec g(z)=pQ, choose j>0 so that g(z) e U when \z\=s. Thus \gF(z)\

= |F(g(z))| 8; 1, if |z| äs and Fe 7V0. By the continuity of F-vgF choose a neighbor-

hood TVj of F' so that A^ £ /v"0 and

|gf(z)-gr(z)| ^ \   when Fe Tv^ and |z| = s.

For Fin Nx it follows from Rouché's theorem thatgf andgF have the same number

of zeros on K(0; s); thus gr and gF have the same number of zeros on C, i.e. n(F')

zeros. So for F in A7!, gF is a polynomial of degree n(F'); n(F)=n(F'). Thus n(F)

is continuous on M.

For each nonnegative integer n, set J(n = {F:n(F)=n}. Each ^#n is open and

closed in J(, and J( is the disjoint union of all the Jtn. Since M is compact, there

is some N > 0 so that ^#>, is nonempty, and J(n is empty for n > TV. For 0 ̂  n ̂  N let

X be the idempotent of ^4 so that (Rickart [9, p. 168])

or)-xi) = .*».
Let y'oi ■ ■ -,Jm be the sequence obtained from /'Ó,.. .,/n by omitting all the zero

idempotents;y0,.. .,jM is a partition of the identity and jM=j'N. For 0^/'^ M let A¡

be the commutative Banach algebra with identity obtained by renorming/'i/l via the

regular representation ; let P[: A-+ Ax be the continuous homomorphism defined

by P¡(a) =jxa. Define g¡ : A¡ ->- Ai by

gi(ad = J 7'iC„(a¡)n
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Then

Pot = P'ÁPo) = -P.'.(]im g(z))

= lim P[(g(z)) = lim gi(z).
2—CO 2-» CO

Thus gi is an analytic polynomial on A^ For O^i-M let u(i) be the integer satis-

fying/ice^-

Suppose m(/)>0.  Let Gt  be a maximal ideal of Ah set Ff=the maximal

ideal of A given by (/¡»P,'. If ae A, Fi(a) = Gi(jia). Since F(yi(i)) =<?{(/() «1,

n(Fi) = u(i). So if w>h(z), Gi(y'icn) = Fi(cn) = 0, while G¿í^uW) = -Fifo«) ̂  0.

Therefore g¡ is a simple analytic polynomial on y4¡. By 3.3.4 let /z¡ be the simple

algebraic polynomial on A¡ whose restriction to Ai is gv

Suppose u(i)=0. By the above argument, we see that if w>0, then Gi(y'icn) = 0.

Therefore

Gi.(pod = lim Gi(gi(z)) = Gi(jiC0) e C.
2-. CO

Thus oo is not in the spectrum ofp0i in Aim, sopoi lies in Ax. By Liouville's theorem

gi is identically constant on A{. Let A¡ be the constant function on Aia, whose

restriction to At is g¡.

Use the h0, ■ ■ ., hM to construct the meromorphic function A* on (A0 © ■ ■ ■ © AM) „

via 3.5.1. Define the algebraic polynomial Ç: /!„->■ A«, via £=qx.oh*oq2.,

where qx and <72 are defined as on p via y0,..., jM. If a e A, then

è(a) = qi(h0(Joà), • •., hM(jMa))

= ai\2 (JoCn)(Joa)n, -..,2 0'MCn)(/Mu)n]

M        ce M oo

= 22 UiCnMay - 2/i 2 *»«" = se*).
i = 0 n = 0 i = 0     n = 0

Thus g is the restriction to A of the generalized polynomial <f.    Q.E.D.

Note that the j'n of the preceding proof can be constructed directly; i.e. without

invoking the Silov theorem that for any clopen subset J(x of M there is an idem-

potent y in A so that]~1(X)=Jlx. (The details of the construction appear in the

author's dissertation.) Since the proof of the Silov theorem depends on the theory

of functions of several complex variables, we thus avoid having a portion of the

theory of analytic functions of one algebra variable depend on the theory of analytic

functions of several complex variables.

We now present some illustrative examples of the concepts of simple analytic

polynomial and analytic polynomial.

Example 3.5.4. Suppose r is a nonnilpotent element of the radical, define

g: A-* A by g(a) = a(\—ra)~x. g is a simple analytic polynomial, but g is not a

polynomial.
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Example 3.5.5. Let A = C[0,l], define xx:[0, l]->-C by xx(t) = t, define

g: A -*■ A by g(a) = xxa. g is a polynomial but g is neither a simple analytic poly-

nomial nor an analytic polynomial.

Example 3.5.6. Let A = CxC, with pointwise operations and the sup norm.

Set xx = (l, 0) and x0 = (0, 1), define g: A^> A by g(d) = x0 + xxa. g is an analytic

polynomial, but g is not a simple analytic polynomial.

Example 3.5.7. Let A be the algebra of bounded sequences of complex numbers,

with pointwise operations and the sup norm. For n = 0 set xn = (onk/k!)"_0, where

8nk is the Kronecker 8. Define g: A-+ A by g(a) = 2xnan. It follows from 3.5.3

that g is not an analytic polynomial.
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